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Abstract
Digitisation of heritage and the creation of open digital archive contribute in a large scale dissemination of history and 
culture. Today, technology allows us not only to easily access information on heritage and view 3D models of buildings or 
artefacts, but also to experience virtually historic sites or historic object, by representing them accurately, either referring 
to the recreation of exiting objects or rebuilding models of objects as they may have appeared in the past (Roussou, 2002). 
Moreover, digital heritage platforms allow visitors to navigate through virtual spaces and access information data, but still 
provide a low level of interactivity and immersion (Champion, 2008). By providing simple navigation they offer passive 
interaction and less engagement, while affords to navigate and have inputs to which to respond offer a more active mental 
interaction. However, what is missing is dynamic involvement of users and an engaging narrative. 
Although, digital models today are becoming more and more realistic representations of the physical objects and in general 
of the environment, they still lack a narrative which describes the intangible elements of cultural heritage, human attitude in 
this environment and simulates the cultural context. In order to guarantee an effective engagement with learning experience 
and offer better entertainment to a larger audience, other than conservators, historians and archaeologists, this study will 
introduce an interactive and immersive approach in heritage 3D platforms based on game design tools.  
The paper will explore first the state of the art on virtual heritage worldwide and in particular applications in the case of 
Albanian heritage, highlighting the level of interactivity and user engagement. Then, interactive tools from video games 
will be analysed and discussed in view of their incorporation in virtual heritage platforms or serious games to make the 
dissemination of virtual heritage more interactive and immersive. In this sense, this study will discuss how to develop 
interactive narrative for historical heritage based on interactivity and narration elements, how to develop an interactive 
story space and introduce player character as a view point in heritage exploration. 
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Digitalization of architectural heritage
Digital technologies are becoming more and more important in 
architectonical heritage research and education. Digitisation of 
heritage and the creation of open digital archive contribute in a 
large-scale dissemination of history and culture. Architectural 
heritage as a disseminative human activity is related to the re-
covery and representation of the physical remains of historical 
objects and serves to communicate knowledge and transmit ide-
as and values. It includes three main domains documentation, 
representation and dissemination (Addison, 2000). 

Documentation means data collection regarding the study ob-
jects which serve for object 3D representation and as a “depos-
it“ of information for the object. 
3D Representation is the 3D model of existing heritage object, 
or the representation of the supposed object which is no more 
existent. In this step, research deal mostly with the 3D model-
ling techniques, texture, polygons and real time rendering. 
Dissemination of virtual heritage refers to the way the 3D con-
tent is offered to the user based on a purpose of use. VH can 
be used for excavation, documenting, data analyses and pub-
lications, education, display, digital reprocessing, tourism and 
serious games. 
Nowadays, technology allows us not only to easily access in-
formation on heritage and view 3D models of buildings or ar-
tefacts, but also to experience virtually historic sites or historic 
object, by representing them accurately, either referring to the 
recreation of exiting objects or rebuilding models of objects as 
they may have appeared in the past (Roussou, 2002). Herein, 
UNESCO in 2003 introduced the term ‘Digital heritage’ refer-
ring to the recourses “created digitally or converted into dig-
ital-form from existing analogue resources”. This means that 
architectonical heritage can be scanned and 3D models can be 
produced. Architectural heritage recorded digitally has contrib-
uted in preserving it but has also significantly increases their 
accessibility to larger audience (Tonta, 2008). Moreover, digi-
tal heritage platforms allow visitors to navigate through virtual 
spaces and access information data, but still provide a low level 
of interactivity and immersion (Champion, 2008). Researchers 
in this field agree that the level of Interactivity in virtual herit-
age is still very low. (Sanders, 2012, Champion, 2002; Rous-
sou, 2006;) sustain that heritage dissemination should encom-
passes also the cultural and artistic evidences and narratives. 
Although, digital models today are becoming more and more 
realistic representation of the physical objects and in general of 

Figure 1. Three main steps of Digital heritage (source: Addison, 2000)

the environment, they still lack a narrative which describes the 
intangible elements of cultural heritage, human attitude in this 
environment and simulates the cultural context. According to 
Yang et al. (2006), the lack of human interaction and the limited 
cultural content in these kinds of representations make them 
more technical and limit people engagement with heritage. 
In order to guarantee an effective engagement with learning 
experience and offer better entertainment to a larger audience, 
other than conservators, historians and archaeologists, its es-
sential to introduce an interactive and immersive approach in 
heritage 3D platforms. 3d reconstruction and data availability is 
not enough to explore the socio- cultural context as it could be 
done through the use of narration techniques or the exploration 
through motion and interaction. Advanced digital technologies 
and interaction techniques on one side facilitate interaction 
modes, but still other motivation and entertaining elements are 
needed. 

Historical overview on virtual heritage
Virtual heritage can be considered as a sub-category of digital 
heritage as it is related with VR technology and a real-time nav-
igation through a computer-generated three-dimensional space. 
‘Virtual heritage’ (VH) is a term used to describe works that 
deals with virtual-reality (VR) and cultural-heritage (Roussou, 
2002). The role of role of virtual reality in this case is not only 
to reproduce digitally historical content and data, but also to 
process and display heritage through the use of VR technology. 
It means that heritage content becomes digital or through the 
use of computer VR technologies it’s possible to simulate it, if 
it is lost and deliver it openly to the global audience. VR tech-
nologies such as Mixed Reality and Augmented Reality are be-
ing used recently to rebuild digitally historical sites, visualise it 
to the audience by improving user’s experience. Nevertheless, 
the role of virtual reality is not just to visualize existing or lost 
objects and other type of historical content, but also to attribute 
them significance, through the use of interactive media. Ac-
cording to Stone and Ojika, as cited by Champion (2016) virtu-
al heritage is defined as “the use of computer-based interactive 
technologies to record, preserve, or create artefacts, sites and 
factors of historic, artistic, religious, and cultural significance 
and to deliver the results openly to a global audience in such 
a way as to provide formative educational experiences through 
electronic manipulations of time and space.” For the purpose of 
this study Virtual Heritage is not just the 3D modelling and ani-
mation but refers to a fully immersive 3D virtual space where a 
user is able to navigate interactively (Champion, 2008; Sanders, 
2012). Moreover, Addison (2001) apart from the use of tech-
nology to record, model, visualize highlighted also its role to 
communicate cultural and natural heritage. Herein, virtual her-
itage is more complex than just the realistic reconstruction of 
objects in VR, and information about them, but it includes also 
the story and context that give meaning to this representation, 
and offer engagement and entertainment for people. According 
to Champion (2008) interaction is crucial for virtual heritage to 
communicate and transmit significance to the user. 
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Virtual reality was first used in heritage visualisation in 1994, 
with a brief 'walk-through' 3D reconstruction of Dudley Castle 
in England. It can be considered as the genesis of virtual tours. 
Since then, archaeologist start to experiment with virtual real-
ity in research projects demonstrating time by time the power 
of the new technological systems. In 1995, in the first virtual 
heritage conference held in England, were presented interactive 
models of historical objects and hereafter was created VRML 
programming language (Virtual Reality Markup Language), 

Figure 2. The 'walk-through' 3D reconstruction of Dudley Castle in 
England and an image of Dudley Castle

which allowed highly detailed and fast performing virtual 
worlds from personal computers. This opens up the possibility 
of large use of VR in heritage for education. The first interactive 
models proposed were the ancient sites of Olympia, Epidaurus, 
and Miletus (Refsland 1998 in Sanders 2012). At the time, 
these models presented poor graphics and textures and had a 
low navigation performance which started to be improved in 
the late 1990s with the development of Alpha world, an online 
immersive and collaborative virtual environment populated by 
virtual pedestrian who explore and walk through the 3D space. 
This has anticipated adventure videogames (such as Myst and 
the sequel Riven) with high performance of computer graphics 
and real-world simulation where players explore the large set of 
game world and manipulate surrounding objects (Cyan, 1997). 

Still during the 1990s, virtual heritage was not fully embraced 
by archaeologist and compared to video games, this field was 
left behind. Only few projects (ex. Nemrud Dagi virtual world, 
Turkey) tried advanced virtual environments with detailed 3d 
reconstruction models and interactive data linked to object in 
the virtual world. 

During the 2000s, virtual heritage become the primary tech-
nology for the dissemination of architectonical heritage. Tech-
nological achievements such as faster graphic cards and higher 
hardware performance, high-resolution laser scanners, meg-
apixel photography, GPS, etc. enable large access not only to 
professionals but also to public for teaching and education use. 
Moreover, they urge complex and accurate virtual environments 
(with high-polygon-count), with highly realistic textures and an 
increased level of interactivity. Nevertheless, when considering 
real time rendering, visualisation performance was still low. 
An interesting project developed during these year’s was the 
interactive 3D model of the battle monument of Octavian at Ac-
tium. Through navigation in virtual reality and interaction with 
object pieces was possible to understand the complex construc-
tion methods of this object, which not only was not possible to 
do in 2d representation, either with the real object, which could 
be damaged by manual use. Hence, VR in this case was used 
as a mean to offer new visualisation and interaction modes to 
relate to the historical objects or constructions. In other projects 
(ex. the ancient shipwreck found in Cyprus coast) VR was used 
to put together separate pieces of objects found, and to work 
on hypothesis of assembly. This model evaluation practice is 
standard in architecture schools and is used as a mean to check 
the visual impact of real object or objects that are projected in 
mind. In architectural heritage they constitute an instrument to 
test hypotheses about the past. In the historical reconstruction 
of Athens Acropolis, this practise was used to test the recon-
struction and the visual impact of the old Athena Temple upon 
the classical structure of the Acropolis. 

In the last decade, virtual heritage projects are employing 
advanced communication means such as interaction based on 
artificial intelligent communication between user or avatar and 
virtual characters, advanced manipulation of objects in VR, col-
laboration platforms that link models instantly and give access 
to users worldwide in real time. 

In the VR reconstruction of Assyrian Northwest Palace was 
introduced interaction between users and virtual characters 
based on artificial intelligence. Visitors navigate inside the 
palace and background information’s are provided to them de-
pending on the various locations. Moreover, they meat virtual 
characters and can interact with them. Communication inter-
activity between them is based dialog stimulated by artificial 
intelligence. In this regard, research is going further. Interac-
tivity based on the capacity to manipulate objects in 3d space 
was used in the case of digital reconstruction of historical ob-
jects made of separate pieces which needed to be put together 
(ex. an Egyptian wooden model of ship). This allows object 
verification, and makes possible various interpretations. In the 
last decade, digital technology and in particular VR has been 
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highly evolving allowing not only highly realistic visualisation, 
but also the possibility to developing interactive narrative of 
architectural objects or sites (interactive 3D story space). This 

Figure 3. Virtual heritage characteristics in time (Source: author’s)

makes it a highly useful tool to analyse and disseminate data in 
clear way, to visualise objects in an accurately and in a realistic 
way and introduce highly engaging environments. So actually, 
the challenge of interactive virtual environments for cultural 
heritage and not only, has become the design of virtual “ex-
perience”.  According to Sanders (2012), there are five main 
group of users of Virtual heritage: 1. Historians of architecture, 
archaeology and conservation experts who are interested in un-
derstanding the past; 2. Visitors of museums 3. Students and 
education professionals 4. Researchers 5. Players. 

Game elements for engaging virtual heritage environ-
ments
People learn about culture from observation, action and con-
versation (Champion 2006), which in virtual heritage can be 
translated in visualisation or representation, experience and 
interaction. According to Roussou (2007), these are the main 
components of virtual heritage environments and they represent 
also the principal video game components. That’s why, video 
games as an interactive and dynamic visual media are a relevant 
tool to incorporate narration and ludic aspects and make the dis-
semination of virtual heritage more interactive and immersive. 
Having a different aim and utility compared to games/ video 
games, these virtual spaces are often known as serious games 
and serve as learning platforms/applications for research, edu-
cation, entertainment and marketing. The application of game 
design elements in architectural heritage such as historic struc-
tures, monuments, cities, landscapes can offer a high level of 
user engagement. Below are listed and discussed the main game 
elements and their role in an engaging VH. 

Representation
The representation of the architectural heritage in virtual reality 
usually tent to resemble or be faithful to the real world building. 
Nevertheless, depending on the target groups and purpose, in 
order to offer a compressible representation, the visualization 
can be subject of artistic interpretation (ex. in children educa-
tion, video games). Nowadays technological achievements al-
low designers to achieve highly realistic representations. 
Highly engaging environments are influenced especially by 
the last two components experience design or storytelling and 
interaction, which contribute in creating an interactive experi-
ence in virtual reality. Other elements that make representation 

engaging are 3D models seen as information systems, which 
embody data of different nature (architectonical, material, con-
structive, economic and environmental) and offer the possibili-
ty to access then in real time. 

Design Experience through storytelling
An engaging virtual environment is an entertaining space that 
triggers interest and offers experience to the visitor. Experience 
is expressed through storytelling or the way the story is nar-
rated. Various scholars (Nitsche and Roudavski 2003) sustain 
that “narrative” plays an important role in driving the virtual 
world and consequently in the success of virtual heritage pro-
jects. Stories in virtual heritage connect architectural historical 
objects to human experiences. In virtual heritage, narrative is 
not just the story you hear or watch walking through the space, 
but the events and the same spaces you see and discover and 
the way you are involved to interact with them. The Dissem-
ination of heritage in VR is based on a story driven approach 
which grounded on collection, selection and display in a mean-
ingful way of objects and information. They can specifically be 
multimedia elements such as image, sound or video narrative, 
miseen scene that immerse the user. In video games there are 
different type of storytelling lines which can serve as a tool to 
design a narrative based experience of virtual heritage. Howev-
er, the story does not represent faithfully the historical content, 
but is an interpretative process. Moreover, it gives an insight on 
the virtual reality historical content and as a learning tool that 
engages actively the audience. 

Design experience by introducing digital characters
Designers should include digital characters to enhance visitors 
experience in virtual heritage environment. According to pro-
fessor and media artists Margaret Morse, virtual heritage with-
out characters populating the story is like a kind of “Natura 
Morta” (Morse 1996). Virtual space becomes more engaging 
when user can see and interact with virtual characters, simi-
larly as in real life. Although the focus of architectural virtual 
heritage is the object and space, the emphasis on the characters 
populating the space (virtual humans) is important not only to 
create the historical, social and cultural context and a sense of 
inhabitation of the space by adding significant value to archi-
tecture object but also to increase user motivation and engage-
ment. Characters can help drawing attention and can be useful 
providing motivation to explore the virtual environment. They 
can be conversational agents that provide specific information 
or feedback on particular objects or sites. Moreover, the same 
user can become an avatar or role-play ( Cruz-Neira, 2003) and 
perform actions inside the virtual space, or became actor/narra-
tor effecting an interpretation of the story. Similarly, as in vid-
eogame, avatar can be personalized by choosing gender, body 
and physical features, style, clothing or character type. In both 
cases they learn about the environment by experiencing it as 
they were real citizens. 

Design experience by stimulating senses
An engaging virtual environment needs to be multisensory to 
fully immerse the user into the environment. User for example 
can have a physical contact with the objects, can touch them 
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and have a feeling of the materiality. In architecture seeing and 
touching can help to have a full perception of the objects. Hear-
ing can also help to interact with digital characters or interactive 
media present in the VR. McLuhan in the ’70 predicted that the 
age of visual is overpasses and we are now l into the age of the 
aural and tactile (McLuhan 1964). 

Interaction: from navigation to manipulation and con-
tributive interactivity
Engaging virtual heritage environments are not virtual space 
that resemble exactly to the real world. The component of in-
teractivity usually offers a new, interpretative point of view 
that provides an escape from reality. Various authors (Jacobsen 
and Holden, 2007, Champion 2008) suggest that virtual her-
itage aim is to convey information and communicate cultural 
significance of historical objects or sites, and interactivity and 
simulation are powerful means to achieve this. Interactivity is 
the ability to interact with objects or characters in a digital or 
virtual environment. It includes exploration of virtual space 
through navigation, acting and completing tasks, communica-
tion between users or virtual characters, performing quizzes or 
queries, and real time collaborating. 

Interactivity as navigation is visualization-based 
Initially, interactivity in VH was limited to spatial exploration, 
the basic form of interactivity, which consists of walking, flying 
and examining objects in VR in a different perspective. Explo-
ration depends on the possibilities of navigation, the amount of 
explorable area, navigation options and the possibility to expe-
rience a live experience of the site through augmented reality - 
mix reality. Interactive navigation interfaces include additional 
options such as moving the head, focus on point of interest, go 
ahead or backwards zoom in and out, pan, change viewpoints 
etc which are not always possible in the real world. Navigation 
could be either guided (passive) or person control movement 
(active). In both cases, user has different point of view and the 
freedom to move, but the environment is not interactive at all, 
as he cannot modify it. 

Interactivity as manipulation and contribution is activity/ 
task based
In video game design, actions and tasks are related to the need 
to complete or succeed a game goal. In virtual heritage, tasks 
are used to improve technical and historical knowledge, by in-
volving in first person the user to learn by acting in VR. This 
can encourage users’ interest and consequently his level of en-
gagement. Last decades, advanced interactivity offers to the 
user the ability to change the environment (Ryan 2001) which 
include manipulative and contributive interaction (Pares and 
Pares, 2001). Manipulative interaction resides in the ability 
of the user to manipulate objects in VE and modify the virtual 
world, while contributive interaction transforms the environ-
ment by adding elements. Both of them are determined by the 
creator when designing interactive narration of VE and by the 
freedom of the user to transform the environment. 

Interactivity as ludic activity 
Ludic activity related to cultural heritage can engage users in 

the learning process. Bellotti et al. (2012) suggested quizzes, 
puzzles, etc to be incorporated in virtual heritage applications 
as a way to learn similarly to the tests in books. EX. museum 
games are ‘Virtual Egyptian Temple’, ‘Olympic Pottery Puzzle’

Interactivity as dialog and collaboration 
The dissemination of architectonical heritage needs to be seen 
not as a closed scientific activity reserve only to professionals, 
but as a communication medium that shares information be-
tween professionals, public and gathers feedback from them. 
Collaboration of virtual heritage communities refers to com-
munication and shared experience between multiple users who 
share the same virtual space. It can be either by sharing materi-
als (images, drawings, photographs, information, etc) , space or 
to take part in a dialogue with a real /virtual character. Dialog 
happens through artificial intelligence or pre-programmed char-
acter. Pre-programmed character can only respond to limited 
topics as predicted by narrator.  Different authors (Cruz-Nei-
ra, 2003; Jacobsen and Holden, 2007), consider dialog and in 
general communication as an element to use in learning virtual 
heritage applications in order to involve students to be active 
members of that society. Similarly, to multiplayer games which 
allow collaboration of confliction relationship between players, 
virtual heritage can be a shared space where user is a role-play 
member and they can collaborate with each other. 
Type of virtual heritage. The virtual heritage environments 
can be divided in two types: 
Serious Games for Heritage. Virtual museum or virtual tour – 
Exploration of virtual herit  

Figure 4. Elements of Game design for an engaging virtual environment 
(source: authors)

age is made through navigation, access to data and information, 
digitalised archive etc. Exploration can occur through VR a 360 
grade photographic exploration or 3D reconstruction in which 
visitor can navigate. Ex: Walk through Ancient Myletus; The 
Virtual Egyptian Museum etc. 

3D model prototypes – that simulate architectonical heritage, 
but have also an interactive content on historical buildings 
or sites given in some cases also by virtual characters (Ex. 
Historical video game “Pompei: The Legend of Vesuvius”; 
Serious game ‘Roma Nova’). They aim is to teach notions 
of history by providing not only realistic and historical fidel-
ity exploration but also political, religious and artistic living 
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background and virtual characters that act within the virtual 
environment and offer interactive communication to the user. 
Entertainment Video Games for Heritage 
Entertainment Video Games for Heritage are fun games that  
provide players knowledge of historical content by offering  
them the possibility to engage with the past. Players are invited 
to be part of events such as battles, construction processes, ritu-
als etc and to learn about people, objects and history. (ex. Napo-
leon: Total War ( 2010), is a strategic and tactic video game set 
during the napoleon period. Player immersed in this historical 
setting learns about. Below a series of virtual heritage will be 
analysed considering the methods, techniques and outcomes re-
lated to the purpose of the project. 

Analyses of Case Study 
Serious game for Virtual heritage analyses
Virtual tour and virtual platforms in Albania
In the last years, in Albania have been implemented a series of 
projects related to virtual heritage. Most of them were virtual 
tours or platforms based on 360 VR technologies, such as Mu-
seum “House of Kadare, Historical National Muzeum Historik, 
National gallery of Arts, and the platform for cultural heritage 
in Italy (Puglia), Albania and Montenegro.  In Virtual tours is 
possible to navigate in 360 photographic VR, to make meas-
urements of the space and to access text-based information on 
particular objects inside the space.  The virtual platform part 
of the project 3Dimpact is an online documentation platform 
on historical castles and provides digitalised archive with large 
information (textual, web-GIS maps, 3d scanned model of 
monuments, 360 VR) about selected castles in both countries. 
Hyperlinks are used as navigation tools in the navigation map 
in the top right part of the interface. In both cases the level of 
interactivity is very low and only basic game tools has been 
used, mostly related to navigation map and basic blueprints 
used for detailed information about specific elements in the 
visual frame.

Virtual heritage and virtual platforms worldwide
VIRTUAL ROME platform (2008)
Virtual Rome is an online platform build by Virtual Heritage 
Lab of ITABC-CNR in collaboration with CINECA. This plat-
form is built to visualise and explore in real-time the archaeo-
logical landscape of Rome in the 2nd century AC. (Pescarini et 
al, 2008). It includes also open-source technical information, 
data and 3D models that create a cooperative environment that 
involves different professionals that work for interactively re-
construction of Rome. 
Project workflow is based on the following steps: 

• the development of the plug-in for Internet Explorer and   
Mozilla Firefox; 3 OSG4WEB PLUGIN
• the development of 2D and 3D contents (Highly detailed 3D 
terrains, vegetation, optimized 3D models, multimedia hy
perlinks, a 3D Internet site).
• Reduction and optimisation of 3D contents for interactive    
web deployment

Figure 5. Screenshot of Virtual museum of Kadare House (source: 
https://kultura.gov.al/3dsite/banesa-kadare-gjirokaster/); 
Screenshot of virtual platform “ 3D impact” for castles of Albania, 
Italy and Montenegro (source: https://3dimpact.poliba.it/)

the development of a Plug-in for 3d space navigation: Open
SceneGraph,1 
• The creation of a front-end 3D interactive environment for 
  on-line exploration of large archaeological landscapes. This 
  allows users to explore the scene, acquire information (orien
  tation, height, speed, position, and other useful data for im
  mediate feedback) and interact by switching between two  
  different terrain models. 
• The development of ViRo, a navigation system that pro      
  vides the user with a simple and usable tool to explore the  
  virtual world. Users can walk inside the monument and fly 
  up to different historical periods. Advanced collision detec
  tion and obstacle avoidance algorithms, joined 
  with different exploration modes, are provided together with 
  the walk mode, using basic physical effects such as gravity 
  and surface adaptation.
• The development of a BACK-END collaborative system  
  (VR 
  webLAB) in order to enable the integration of the recon
  structed 3D terrain dataset, high resolution 3Dmodels, vec
  tors, vegetation information, and metadata edited dynami  
  cally. 

 ROME REBORN (2007- 2018)
Reborn is a series of 3D digital models that presents informa-
tion and illustrates the urban development of ancient Rome in 
320a.c. The model has detailed information about the identifica-
tion, location, and design and accurate visualisation of approx-
imately 250 buildings belonging to Class I monuments, while 
Class II buildings, lacking detailed information, are very sche-
matic and rely on textures instead of geometry for architectur-
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Figure 6. Virtual Rome (source: Pescarin, et al 2009)

al details. The overall image is based on realistic environment 
with interactive lighting.  This platform is used for knowledge 
about the urban topography, infrastructure and monuments of 
ancient Rome at various periods of time. The model has data 
such as on built features in the city and can be used to run urban 
or architectural experiments, such as how well the city or the 
buildings within it functioned in terms of heating and ventila-
tion, illumination, circulation of people, etc. Its purpose was to 
present to students or public the image of the city and the main 
architectural monuments of a particular period and to create a 
collaborative platform for professionals to discuss theories and 
ideas regarding the urban history of ancient Rome and its hy-
pothesis of reconstruction.  Rome reborn was first displayed on 
PCs as a real-time interactive urban model using Open Scene 
Graph. In the new version 2.2 were added animations of hu-
mans moving on the city streets (Dylla, et al 2010). This dig-
ital characters, although are passive, contribute in giving the 
model a sense of scale. As regarding interactivity design, this 
platform offers a smooth walking and flying navigation from 
ground level to bird’s-eye view of the city. While moving in VR 
and come up against monuments, user can listen to the story of 
that particular object. Still the level of interactivity is limited to 
ordinary type of navigation and audio interactivity. 

VIRTUAL KYOTO (2008)
Virtual Kyoto is a virtual representation of the historical de-
velopment of the city of Kyoto in Japan. The platform displays 
first a 3D modelling of the city reconstructed referring to the 
main historical periods of development. It includes also an or-
ganized archive of materials of the development phases of the 

city: different type of maps (historical, topographic, cadastral 
maps, aerial photographs, historical landscape painting and 
photographs, historical documents, street and buildings pho-
tographs). Moreover, it provides a digital infrastructure which 
contains a database of all existing buildings and historical or 
cultural heritage archive, in particular numerous temples and 
shrines which were also created in 3D. The 3D models were 
not detailed and therefore the overall reconstruction and visual-
isation of the city is in low quality The aim of the platform is 
to simulate the land use and landscape changes in the different 
development periods and to disseminate the cultural and his-
torical heritage of the city. The system provides a user-friendly 
interface and allows users flying-through city, viewing detailed 
building models and access associated information on each of 
them. User, by walking through the city, in real time, to have the 
possibility to change the configuration of the city at the same 
viewpoint turning from present to past. 

SIRACUSA 3D REBORN (2013)
Syracuse 3D Reborn is 3d documentary that described and ana-
lysed monuments of Syracuse and war mechanism and devised 
conceived and designed by Archimedes in that context, offer-
ing the opportunity to learn about history. The whole context 
has been reconstructed digitally including the main buildings. 
After building accurate 3D models and rendering them, all 
scenes were processed in with “Adobe After Effects” program 
in order to create realistic effects of smoke, fire, sea foam etc.  
Since the Virtual reality in this project was used in the con-
text of cinematographic, a narrative was incorporated, divided 
in two themes which represent the two historical phases of the 

Figure 7. Snapshot of Rome Reborn bird eye view of the 3D model 
(source: https://www.romereborn.org/)
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Figure 8. Fly through and walk through Virtual Kyoto ( source: Takase at 
al, 2012)

Figure 9. Changes in urban landscape of Kyoto- Virtual Time-Space of 
Kyoto ( source: Takase at al, 2012)

site development. The first phase was illustrated through the 
road network, houses blocks and the public area configuration 
including the main temples. The second phase was based on the 
transformation and destruction of part of the city and the con-
struction of new buildings, fortifications and monuments. Nar-
ration was conceptualised and visualised through storyboard, 
in which was given particular emphasis to the detailed recre-
ation of artefacts and digital characters animating space which 
through their acting provide knowledge about the historical and 
social context.  Images and 3D reconstruction of site was over-
lapped by illustrative texts and audio. In this case, documentary 
aim was didactic and the story as based on the historic urban 
development and the main events happening in Syracuse during 
that period. For this purpose, initially was the interpretation of 
historical context. Therefore, an intentionally didactic narrative 
was translated into a storyboard in which was chosen to provide 
passive cognitive tools ( typical of documentaries) to transmit 
knowledge without diminishing the emotional aspects. 

VIRTUAL TIME TRAVEL OF PRE-REFORMATION 
EDINBURGH ( 2017)
The virtual reconstruction of pre-reformation Edinburgh is a 
project that offers the opportunity to see the old city of Edin-
burgh as it was prior to the reform and to move along houses, 
marketplaces, and streets connecting the virtual with the real. 
This platform offers the possibility to experience dual realities 
(virtual and real) on the same space by using digital time trav-
el binoculars. Visitor are considered as virtual-time travellers 
as they can contemporary see the various historic layers while 
moving along the city streets. “Position and orientation within 
the two worlds are synchronised enabling intuitive exploration 

of both worlds through movement in the real world” (Miller 
and Millican 2016). Moreover, visitors can navigate inside im-
portant historical buildings. This project is based on 360 photo-
graphs of a reconstructed historic model developed in the UN-
REAL4 Game Engine. This offers also a friendly interface, and 
an interactive navigation with video fly-throughout the city and 
interactive map. 

Figure 10. Snapshots from Siracusa Reborn documentary (source: http://
www.archeotour.eu/en.html) 

Figure 11. Snapshots from Virtual time travel of pre-reformation 
Edinburgh  
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INCEPTION - Inclusive Cultural Heritage in Europe 
through 3D Semantic Modelling (2015-2018)
Inception is a platform for cultural heritage documentation and 
dissemination among different stakeholders such as scholars, 
professionals, authorities and visitors or non-expert users in or-
der to promote the accessibility and spread the knowledge of 
European heritage. The platform is based on the development 
of time-dynamic 3D models of buildings, sites and artefacts, 
which are semantically enriched in the digital content with 
documentation, analysis and management tools. It includes 
different categories of data recording such as historic material, 
geometric and architectural model, building materials, struc-
ture and structural analyses, external condition assessment, 
risk definition and conservation interventions that contribute 
in creating a library of parametric objects. These objects (BIM 
models) contain geometric information in order to be updata-
ble for professionals and useful for conservation purpose. The 
platform in itself contains not only a digital representation of 
object in H-BIM, but includes also the management of data 
from different disciplines. Every user was enabled to upload 
data, materials and information in relation to BIM models, up-
dating a single file in real time. (Maietti et al 2018). Herein, the 
platform is open and interactive, and allows experts of various 
disciplines to give a contribution and actively collaborate with 
each other sharing updated content and facilitating cross-disci-
plinary researches and public users for education purpose. The 
dissemination of content was based on in situ applications for 
tourists and professionals and remote applications for audience 
that is interest in accessing knowledge about cultural heritage.
 This platform has structured an methodology for data ac-
quisition based on Heritage Building Information Modelling 
(H-BIM) which facilitates time-dynamic update and online col-
laboration. However, referring to an engaging virtual heritage 
the platform is not highly immersive. 

First, interactivity is limited, because real time navigation 
is slow and the navigation tools used are zooming, clipping 
planes, change shades, walkthrough, pan, rotate, filter elements, 
etc. ( Maietti et al 2018). Changing viewpoints, fly-modes and 
other type of navigation that offer new insight of the buildings 
or site are not used. Moreover, it there is limited interaction 
with objects. Users can perform action on the model, “such as 
visualize and download videos and images, select elements of 
the model, measure distances or surfaces or move within the 
model.” ( Maietti et al 2018). In addition, objects and their com-
ponents can be visualised separately based on filters, but they 
cannot be manipulated, moved or transformed. Moreover, there 
is no ludic activity included, as the platform is mainly for pro-
fessional use. 

Referring to experiencing of virtual heritage, there is only the 
possibility to be engaged by running virtual guides (Maietti et 
al 2018). For the rest users can not really immerse themselves 
in virtual heritage, since there is no narrative and non tangible 
cultural aspects of historical buildings and sites are not cov-
ered. As regarding representation, the visualisation of historical 
buildings is low quality texture resolution.

Entertainment Video Games for Heritage 
 ASSASSIN’S CREED (Ubisoft Montreal, 2009-2020)
Assassin’s Creed is a 3D action adventure game set in different 
historical contexts such as the Renaissance epoch in Italy, the 
Revolutionary Paris of 1798, the Victorian London of 1868; the 
Ancient Greece and Egypt, etc... The games recreate digitally 
famous historical sites and characters with great cultural, visual 
and behaviour fidelity and accuracy based on historical docu-
ments, in order to transit realistically the spirit of that epoch. In 
this way it serves players t learn about that epoch but can serve 
also the scientific community as the reconstruction of historical 
sites or buildings for this game were high accurate. However, 
some alterations to historical facts or material evidences were 
made for the sake of the game. For virtual heritage this game 
becomes important, not only because of the 3D VR representa-
tion of particular sites in time and place, but also because of the 
incorporation of database, in particular in the latest series. The 
game‘s database means detailed information about characters, 
objects or locations which the player meet during his adven-
ture journey in the game world. Moreover, as a video game, it 
presents high interactivity, in terms of navigation possibilities, 
manipulation of the game world. Objects and characters part of 
the game world are movable within certain limits. (ex. houses 
can be taken and used to speed up the player and to accomplish 
the game challenges). In advanced series, Assassin’s Creed pre-
sents dialog choices with text options. Navigation mode is also 
more flexible, with the possibility of scaling viewpoints. 

Figure 12. Inception Platform interface. 3D model and possible  
interactions (BIM model, point cloud, images, documents, videos, etc.) ( 
source: Maietti, F et al (2018)

Figure 13. Analyses of game elements in Virtual heritage museum or 
platforms ( source: Authors)
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RED DEAD REDEMPTION’ (Rockstar San Diego, 
2010).
‘Red Dead Redemption’ is a 3D action adventure game set in 
American-Mexican border at the turn of the 20th century. The 
geography of the site mirrors highly realistic and sublime land-
scape in the United States. Redemption is build on third-person 
perspective, following protagonist John Marston, who plays the 
role of an historical character, the cowboy archetype. The in-
troductory sequence of the game is based on a dialog between 
virtual characters which introduce the protagonist, the story and 
set the historical background. Along the way, the player meets 
different characters, learn about their backgrounds and their 
life’s. The development of the narrative structure offers the,  
player high degree of freedom and allows emergent game nar-
rative. The player can chose between different characters and 

Figure 14. Snapshot from AssassinCreed Video game. Reconstruction of 
Notre Dame Paris and Reconstruction of Renascence Florence.

Figure 15. SSnapshot from Assassin’s Creed Video game. Database on 
characters and dialog choice. 

Figure 15. Snapshot from Assassin’s Creed Video game. Database on 
characters and dialog choice. 

Figure 16. Screenshot from Red Dead Redemption: protagonist in the 
realistic game world ( on the left the interactive map); on the right weapon 
options and information wheel)

Figure 17. Game elements used in highly engaging video games ( source: 
Authors)
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different activities to do like free exploration, hunting treasures 
or animals, etc. In addition, there are multiplayer options avail-
able, which make the game a collaborative platform.

Conclusions 
Virtual reconstructions and interpretations of history and cul-
ture is becoming increasilly important in shaping our percep-
tion of the past. In the past, virtual heritage was limited to the 
accurate and realistic visualisation of objects and sites. The 
above case studies of 3D, virtual tours or interactive platforms 
as virtual representations of historical heritage, are a tentative 
to enable people to relive historical space, to understand it and 
learn about the past in an engaging and entertaining way. They 
open up to the opportunity to create interactive storytelling ex-
periences by combining interactivity with narratives in virtual 
environments. In entertainment Video Games for Heritage, it’s 
evident that the level of representation, design experience and 
interaction is higher and complete in all elements that guarantee 
engaging space in virtual reality. Therefore, game design tools 
need to be taken into account when designing virtual heritage. 
Game engines supporting highly detailed game worlds and be-
ing equipped with artificial intelligence, are able to offer inter-
action while being guided by a story model. 
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